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Join the conversation online!
Follow your association on Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram for the latest news and updates
from NYSAC.

@nyscounties

nyscounties

#CountiesForwardTogether

@NYScounties
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Virtual Contests
1 - Virtual Fall Seminar Tweet-Off
2 - #CountiesForwardTogether Instagram
Photo Contest
3 - Perfect Attendance Award drawing

nysac.org/contests
#CountiesForwardTogether
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NYSAC Thanks our Workshop Sponsor:

NYSAC Thanks our
Workshop Sponsor:

www.bonadio.com

#CountiesForwardTogether
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Your Plan For Cyber Risk
The Good, The Bad, The Ugly, & The Possible

#CountiesForwardTogether

Workshop
Sponsor
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The GOOD

The BAD

The UGLY

The POSSIBLE

The need for cyber
risk preparedness is
understood

Threats are occurring
faster than our
preparedness

Impact is higher than
we think, we are not
as ready as we think

See the NYSAC #tag
for what’s possible:
Forward Together

#CountiesForwardTogether
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Two Questions
Where are we?

#CountiesForwardTogether

Where do we need to be?
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Where are we?
We quickly have evolved from physical security and natural disaster preparedness
and response readiness to privacy threats that we now address with HIPPA
compliance. We have become focused on networked devices and personal devices
connected at work and at home and now, more than ever on mobile applications and
cloud-enabled solutions that are often described as the Internet of Things.

#CountiesForwardTogether
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Where are we?
Along the way, the need for a chief information security officer (or trust officer or privacy officer or
the like) arose. This critical position is charged with protecting data and business continuity and
defending against what the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) refers to as the
“World Of Threats,” which includes everything from natural disasters to pandemics to website
defacement, denial of service attacks, data scavenging attacks, wireless sniffers, unauthorized user
access, phishing, malware, eavesdropping, AI-powered attacks, and generally speaking, people.

#CountiesForwardTogether
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A WORLD OF THREATS*
Website defacements

Obtain data left undeleted in cloud

Delete or modify data on public site

Malware-directed internal spying

Blocks access to information system

Computing critical data

Phishing attack

Counterfeit website

Obtain unauthorized access

Compromise mission-critical information

Cause disclosure of sensitive
information

Compromise key suppliers’ design,
manufacturing, or distribution

Network sniffers intercept communications

Exploits weak or no encryption of
information

Obtain sensitive data from publiclyavailable sources

Counterfeit certificates

Malware via email

Wireless jamming

Multi-staged attacks (e.g. hopping)

Malware via removable media

Denial of Service (Dos) attack

Internal and external attack (mixing physical
and cyber methods)

Dumpster diving (written passwords left
exposed)

Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS)
attack

Tampered hardware in supply chain

Software collect network traffic data

Physical attack (e.g. bombing)

Fire

Flood

Hurricane

Earthquake

Pandemic

Tornadoes

Zero-day attack

Data scavenging attacks in the cloud

Exploit vulnerabilities in mobile

Wireless sniffers collect data inside facilities
(e.g. key cards)

Physical attack on supporting
infrastructure (e.g. cut power)

Subverted individuals placed into
organization

Exploit split tunneling (e.g. entering network
through laptop on public and secure system
simultaneously

Man-in-the-Middle attack (e.g. third party
secretly joins a two-way online
engagement)

Exploit multi-tendency in cloud (e.g.
observes organizational processes, acquire
info or interfere)

Login/password guessing attack

Hijack IT sessions

Ransomware

Attack timed with critical organizational
operation

Malware directs transmission of sensitive
information

Third-party violations to policy or
procedure accessing information

IoT/SCADA compromises

Insider threat

Software releases with malicious code

Internet of Things attack would
likely hit ten (or more) threat areas,
which adds to the complexity of
planning and mitigating such risk.

2019: The Year
Ransomware
Targeted State &
Local Governments

*Adapted from the Guide For Conducting Risk Assessments from the National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-30, Annex E. September 2012.
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2019: The Year Ransomware
Targeted State & Local Governments
Another eventful year online, with more data breaches, malware battles and
identity thefts. But the surge in successful, targeted ransomware attacks
against governments and hospitals is the top 2019 cybersecurity story.

2014: The year cyber danger doubled
2015: The year data breaches became intimate
2016: The year hackers stole the show with a cause
2017: The year hurricanes devastated land, data and trust
2018: The year privacy took center stage

#CountiesForwardTogether
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The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Multi-State Information Sharing and
Analysis Center (MS-ISAC), the National Governors Association (NGA), and the National Association of
State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) came together in July 2019 and identified three critical
recommendations regarding cybersecurity

Three Recommendations
Back up your system
now and daily

Reinforce cyber awareness
and education

#CountiesForwardTogether
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Revisit and refine cyber
incident response plans
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The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Multi-State Information Sharing and
Analysis Center (MS-ISAC), the National Governors Association (NGA), and the National Association of
State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) came together in July 2019 and identified three critical
recommendations regarding cybersecurity

Three Recommendations
Back up your system
now and daily

Revisit and refine cyber
incident response plans

Reinforce cyber awareness
and education

Where are we?

#CountiesForwardTogether

Where do we need to be?
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The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Multi-State Information Sharing and
Analysis Center (MS-ISAC), the National Governors Association (NGA), and the National Association of
State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) came together in July 2019 and identified three critical
recommendations regarding cybersecurity

Three Recommendations
Back up your system
now and daily

Revisit and refine cyber
incident response plans

Reinforce cyber awareness
and education

Where are we?

Where do we need to be?

How?

#CountiesForwardTogether
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Our greatest cyber risk and our greatest
defense against cyber risk is one in the same.
People are the perimeter.
Collaboration among people is the key.

#CountiesForwardTogether
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Collaborate to share best practices, lessons
learned, policy ideas, and to extend
otherwise limited and constrained resources.
#CountiesForwardTogether

#CountiesForwardTogether
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HOW? Start with an Assessment
and participate in a Cybersecurity
Rapid Response Team

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

#CountiesForwardTogether

Full system inventory: A list of all assets and devices, including
APIs, software programs, and other tools (local and in the cloud) is
available and regularly updated.
Backup and recovery system: All systems and data are cataloged
and ranked as critical priority 1-2-3, and a full back up system is in
place and tested (along with recovery time) regularly.
Segmented network access: Critical data are segmented
(separated) from single points of access so that if or when a
breach occurs the data that are accessed is limited.
Detection systems: In addition to traditional firewalls,
ransomware protection software and (early) detection system
protocols are in place and tested regularly.
Trained workforce: Regular security awareness training (prescheduled and “surprise” attacks) is mandatory and integrated
into the business culture with a mindset of “see something, say
something.”
Password security: A password management policy exists, is
automated, and is enforced across the entire organization.
Viewable file extensions: All computers are configured to show
file extensions (i.e., .doc) and therefore allow users to see a
possible executable file (i.e., .exe) and reduce the chance of
someone accidentally opening a malicious hacker file.
Email server controls: Beyond user-level controls, there are upto-date antivirus controls and malware software protections on all
email servers and (upstream) verified controls with the ISP.
Managing plug-ins: All use of java and flash (and other) plug-ins
are known and managed with the most recent updates.
Limiting connectivity: The most critical data are kept on a private
network, not connected to the Internet.

Workshop
Sponsor
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HOW? Add in a review of a business continuity checklist.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

Can you remotely access the security solutions that you use daily to
monitor for malicious behavior on the network and end-user devices
such as PCs?
Can you remotely make configuration changes to your security
solution set?
Can you remotely upgrade or patch your security solutions set?
Does a PC being located remotely change any of your containment or
eradication processes?
Does the additional IP address added by VPN access affect your
ability to map an IP address to a username?
If you are leveraging user behavior analysis does the fact that the
user is now coming through VPN affect its ability to map the IP
address to the end-user?
Can you remotely contain a server by isolating it from the network?
Can you remotely drop a network link to the offices in order to
contain a potential malware outbreak (for example)?
Can you remotely contain a PC and conduct a forensic investigation?
Can you remotely access your critical servers and databases to
investigate potential malicious behavior?
If everyone is working remotely what IP traffic should you be seeing
on the corporate network? This is important if someone has taken
advantage of no one being at the facility.
Are your facilities monitored with security cameras? This is also
important to ensure people are not accessing areas which are
normally populated and restricted.
If you did have to send a team member into the building, have you
walked through who that would be and the escalation and approvals
that would be required to make that happen?

#CountiesForwardTogether

14. Can your team members answer calls to their work phone numbers
remotely or do they need to forward their desk phones to their cell phone
in case of an event?
15. Is there a delay or impact on any major security projects or initiatives that
were underway? If they are critical, are there steps you can take to make
progress to their implementation?
16. Have you notified your MSP partners?
17. Have you thought through how you would conduct daily updates and
team meetings remotely?
18. Do you need to adjust any of your incident response plans to account for
everyone being remote?
19. Does the network have the bandwidth to handle daily updates, i.e.
antivirus, anti-malware, application patches going out to every PC
remotely or do you need to stagger them throughout the day, or
potentially days to account for the network limitations?
20. If any new hires are scheduled to start during this remote period, how will
they be onboarded and the security surrounding their machine and her
user ID be handled?
21. How will the chain of custody be handled if a PC forensics investigation is
required?
22. For any security equipment that is on-premises, how are the
environmental conditions being monitored temperature, humidity, etc.?
23. Should the worst case happen and one of your team members is unable to
work, is your team sufficiently cross trained on the various security
solutions so someone could take on that person’s duties?
24. There are multiple members of your team who are no longer able to work.
Do you have a Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP) on standby to
take over their duties? o If yes, what order of priority?
25. Will on premise equipment managed by IT continue to be patched such as
servers network devices, storage arrays, etc.?
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Q&A
Professional Development Academy

Tim Rahschulte
CEO
timr@pdaleadership.com

Contact DHSES Cyber Incident Response Team (CIRT)
o To report a Cyber incident please call:
o 1 (844) OCT-CIRT | 1 (844) 628-2478
o

To request DHSES CIRT cyber support please
email:
o CIRT@dhses.ny.gov

o

http://www.dhses.ny.gov/oct/cirt

503-569-3193

DR. TIM RAHSCHULTE is the CEO of the
Professional Development Academy. He also serves
as content advisor to the Cybersecurity
Collaboration and is the co-author of My Best
Advice: Proven Rules for Effective Leadership.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.naco.org/skills
https://www.naco.org/resources/costsaving-tools/cybersecurity-collaborative
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NYSAC Thanks our Workshop Sponsor:
Name, title – John Roman, Practice Lead
Company – Bonadio Information Risk Management
Full Address – 171 Sully’s Trail, Pittsford, NY 14450
Phone – 585-662-2247
Email – jroman@bonadio.com
Website – https://www.bonadio.com/ourservices/enterprise-risk-management
Bonadio IRM provides local New York State governments compliance and attestation services that ensure the protection of a county’s data and assets through compliance
and attestation assessment and reporting. We possess in-depth knowledge and expertise working with NY SHIELD, NYS DFS, PCI DSS, HIPAA, and SOC. Our IT
assessment services leverages Bonadio’s decades of audit experience working with governments that must meet various laws, regulations and standards. Finally, we
provide governments penetration testing services with capabilities to perform different types of penetration testing that attack your county or town’s digital infrastructure,
just as an attacker would, in order to test your defenses. Our personalized cyber security threat assessment identifies the various information assets within your county that
could be affected by a cyber-attack and the risks that could affect those assets. Bonadio IRM has worked with NYSAC to create a menu listing of affordable, practical
services and pricings to fit the needs and budgets of NY counties large and small.
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